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The Global
Evolution of
Coworking

The downward trend on a 
global scale continues this 
year, as it did in 2020.
In 2021, there will be 18,700 Coworking 
Spaces, down from 19,421 last year.
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It is only natural for a market that has 
witnessed exponential growth in the last 5 
years to face a period of rebound. The 
pandemic was clearly the trigger in this case. 
The hubs that shut down were either new to 
the market and unable to stabilize their 
business, or failed to build a sustainable 
business model. Most of the hubs that closed 
in 2020 and 2021 were opened in 2019 and 
2020.

As per DeskMag, 72% of Coworking Spaces 
became profitable after more than two 
years since launching, indicating that the 
main reason for most recently opened spaces' 
failure is their short market presence.

19.421

3.1M

At a global level, the number of people working 
from Coworking Spaces is 3.1 million, with 
predictions that this number will reach 5 million 
in the next couple of years. 

The average size of a Coworking Space varies by 
country and continent, although North America 
has by far the largest spaces, with an average 
surface area of 910 sqm. With 100 individuals 
per Coworking Space, the average square meter 
footage per person is 9.1 sqm. In Europe, the 
Coworking Spaces offer 9.3 sqm per person, but 
they are smaller in capacity, hosting on average 
61 individuals.

Classification of coworking spaces by 
continents, based on the amount of space 
allotted per person:

Central America | 10,5 sqm
Europe | 9,3 sqm
North America | 9,1 sqm
South America | 6,92 sqm
Africa | 6,9 sqm
Asia | 6,7 sqm
Oceania | 4,45 sqm

Source: Coworking Insights: State of Coworking

(2020)

18.700
Coworking Spaces

(2021) people working
from coworking
spaces
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https://www.fundera.com/resources/coworking-statistics
https://www.deskmag.com/en/coworking-spaces/how-profitable-are-coworking-spaces-177#:~:text=On%20average%2C%2040%25%20of%20coworking,their%20first%20months%20of%20existence.


Romanian 
Coworking 
Market
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Coworking Spaces in Romania:

București
• aSpace Baneasa
• aSpace Floreasca
• aSpace Romana
• Commons Baneasa
• Commons Unirii
• Commons Romana
• Flash Offices

Armand Calinescu
• Flash Offices Rosetti
• HotSpot Workhub
• Impact Hub Floreasca

Timișoara
• Cowork Timișoara
• Workify
• FOR Faber
• DevPlant
• The Garden
• IncubART Makerspace

Brăila
• Work bar 410

Arad
• Smartizan Office

• Impact Hub Universitate
• Mind Space Mihalache
• Mind Space Pipera
• Regus Hermes Centre
• Regus Green Gate
• Regus Iride Business
• Regus Sun Plaza
• Regus Piata Charles de Gaulle
• Regus Anchor Centre
• Regus Expo Business Park
• Regus Calea Dorobanti
• Regus Floreasca Plaza Centre

• Regus Rosetti
• Spaces Unirii
• Spaces Campus 6
• Tech Hub
• We Love Digital
• Art hub
• Cartier Hub Drumul Taberei
• Coworking 160
• Fecioarei Hub
• Grey Matter Hub
• Ingenius Hub
• Idea Perpetua Hub

• Lebooster Bucharest
• Lucrativ
• Nod makerspace
• Seneca Anticafe
• Saga Space
• The Office Hub

• Coworkperativa
• Vine 21
• Proxy by HotSpot
• V7 Startup Studio

Cluj
• Cluj Hub
• Cluj Cowork
• Chaos Cowork Cluj
• Silicon Forest
• Stables Office
• MugHub

Sibiu
• Central Hub
• My Hub
• Nook

Oradea
• Oradea Tech Hub
• Coworking Oradea

Piatra Neamț
• Rubik Hub

Constanța
• Tomis Hub

Sfântul Gheorghe
• InnoHub

Iași
• Fab Lab 1 (Tuiasi)
• Fab Lab 2 (BCR)
• Humans AntiCafe
• 2spre10

Brașov
• Alchemy Hub
• Cartier Hub
• Hubba Hubba
• Hub 1317
• Uzina2 Co-op

Alba Iulia
• Hub 7

Târgu Mureș
• InnoHub
• 3G Hub

Bacău
• Nest Hub Coworking
and Community

Miercurea Ciuc
• The House

Ploiești
• LinkHub
• Hub Ploiești

Pitești
• WorkUnit

Suceava
• Imm Ingenius Hub

Craiova
• Craiova Hub

Galați
• C.Hub

During the lockdown period, many small spaces that lacked 
funding or sufficient financial reserves were forced to close 
during the lockdown, but the good news is that new hubs 
have already begun to emerge. Excluding Bucharest, we can 
observe a declining trend at the national level. In comparison 
to 2020, we have 11 fewer locations, totaling 42 spaces in 
20 cities. 

More than half of the county capitals don’t have a hub or 
Coworking Space and the pandemic prompted a significant 
number of people who had previously worked in major 
metropolitan office buildings to migrate to smaller cities, 
accelerating the demand for flexible spaces in those areas.

Thus, it is uplifting to see new Coworking hubs spring up in 
an increasing number of places. These spaces can bring 
together local entrepreneurs and freelancers, as well as foster 
the formation of new partnerships, thereby enhancing the 
city's business ecosystem. Craiova, Pitești, Galați, and Suceava, 
for instance, will all benefit from these new facilities 
beginning this year.

The Evolution of Coworking in Bucharest 
Similarly to what is happening in the rest of the country, 
Bucharest is also experiencing a drop in the number of 
locations. Even with the few newly opened spaces, in 2021, 
Bucharest is down one location compared to the previous 
year, sitting at 45 spaces. Out of the total number, 28 are 
large and medium hubs with over 300 sqm, while the other 
17 spaces are small, most of them built around an existing 
company, a coffee shop, bookstore or even in a restaurant. 
The so-called “neighborhood coworkings” are ideal places 
for small communities that have common interests and, in 
some situations, focus on niche industries such as fashion, 
technology or design.
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The Pandemic 
and How it 
Changed the 
Way We Work

During the pandemic last year, the Work From Home 
(WFH) phenomenon grew in popularity. Recognizing 
the drawbacks of this manner of working, a new trend 
has emerged, namely, Remote Work.

Remote Work can be done from a variety of 
locations, including the corporate office, home office, 
and Coworking Space office. So, employees can 
choose to work in the environment in which they are 
most productive, without being interrupted by the 
numerous distractions they have at home, wasting 
time in traffic, or missing out on social interaction 
with colleagues.

03 This phenomenon is also called Asymmetrical 
Work and offers maximum flexibility to 
employees, both in terms of location and time 
spent there.

For a daily fee of 5€ to 20€, more and more 
professionals, either by themselves or through 
a benefit their employer offers, come to the 
Coworking Space for up to 3 days a week and 
pay per access, without needing a standard 
subscription.
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Coworking
Statistics
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65%

83%

of the people working in Coworking 
Spaces are under 40 years old

of individuals working in Coworking 
Spaces feel less isolated and lonely 

DeskMag

HBR

72%
of all Coworking Spaces 
become profitable after more 
than two years of operation

82%
of respondents have expanded their 
professional network since joining 
a Coworking Space

Small Business Labs

55%
of those using a Coworking Space 
still work in the same one they 
started out in

Whattobecome

Colliers

Global Coworking Survey

The IT industry has the largest 
number of coworkers, followed by 
PR, marketing, and remote sales teams

A majority of landlords 
(approximately 72%) believe that 
working with Coworking Spaces yields 
positive results for both their building 
and their communities

Working from a Coworking Space 
can save a company up to

30%
on operational costs alone

61%
of the income generated by 
Coworking Spaces comes from 
renting workstations

DeskMag

DeskMag

Economic Times
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https://www.deskmag.com/en/coworkers/members-of-coworking-spaces-demographics-statistics-global-survey-coworkers-research-2017
https://www.deskmag.com/en/coworkers/members-of-coworking-spaces-demographics-statistics-global-survey-coworkers-research-2017
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/jobs/cost-benefits-major-draw-for-co-working-spaces/articleshow/58231345.cms
https://www.colliers.com/
https://hbr.org/2017/12/coworking-is-not-about-workspace-its-about-feeling-less-lonely
https://www.smallbizlabs.com/2015/05/coworking-spaces-are-human-spaces.html
https://www.deskmag.com/en/coworking-spaces/how-profitable-are-coworking-spaces-177#:~:text=On%20average%2C%2040%25%20of%20coworking,their%20first%20months%20of%20existence.
https://www.deskmag.com/en/coworking-spaces/how-profitable-are-coworking-spaces-177#:~:text=On%20average%2C%2040%25%20of%20coworking,their%20first%20months%20of%20existence.
https://whattobecome.com/blog/coworking-statistics/


Forecasts Based 
on the Current 
Context

Bucharest, with 45 coworking spaces and a 
population of 1.8 million (excluding the Ilfov area) 
has a Coworking Space for every 40,000 people.
In developed countries, such as the Netherlands, the percentage of Coworking 
Spaces is substantially higher: there are 99 Coworking Spaces in Amsterdam alone 
(according to coworker.com), at a population of 800,000 people, or 
one Space for every 8,000 people.

The number of Coworking Spaces should increase fivefold in order to reach the 
level of most of the other European capitals.
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Moreover, according to an EY study, 41% of the 
global investors surveyed consider Romania a very 
attractive post-pandemic destination.

The development of demand for flexible office spaces reflects an optimistic feeling; 
numerous Coworking Spaces reported occupancy levels exceeding 90% between 
July and October this year.

Based on the foregoing, it is possible to double the number of Coworking 
Spaces in Romania and Bucharest in the next 2-3 years. Still, it is important to note 
that this evolution is directly dependent on how the pandemic will carry on.

Even if for the moment there is no official organizational form, the main Coworking 
operators in Bucharest are planning some common initiatives for the next period. 
The most important of those steps are obtaining a CAEN code dedicated to this 
type of activity and creating an association of the Coworking operators.



About
aSpace

aSpace Coworking and Serviced Offices is one of the
largest Coworking operators in Romania, managing 3 locations with over 
3,000 sqm of offices.

aSpace was founded in early 2018 with the goal of providing Romanian 
entrepreneurs and freelancers with a productive, innovative, and creative 
work environment. Approximately 300 companies use our Coworking Space 
solutions and services, and their number is growing each week.

aSpace locations are specifically designed to offer a conducive environment for 
start-ups to evolve as efficiently and sustainably as possible. With a single 
monthly fee and an extensive list of services included, aSpace lifts the 
burden of charges for areas that aren't used regularly. From the assistance 
provided to clients to externalize all hassles related to space administration, to 
rental, furniture, reception services, and the internet, everything is provided. 
This way, the entrepreneur's sole focus is growing their business.

Our vision is to develop a national network of Coworking Spaces for 
professionals throughout the country to find at least one place in every city 
where Community is valued and appreciated, and where they can retreat to 
socialize, work, and learn.

Bogdan Mariniuc
GM aSpace Coworking

If you have any concerns 
about the report or the 
services that aSpace provides, 
please contact us at:

office@aspace.ro

0757086101
�

“We are excited to release the second edition of the Annual Report on Coworking 
in Romania. Several locations, some of which were well-known, but largely small 
places, were forced to close due to the lockdown.

On a more positive note, new locations have been opened in the second half of 
2021, some in cities where this concept was previously unknown. Despite the fact 
that the industry is still reeling from the pandemic's impact, optimism has started 
to reappear amongst both the landlords and the 
operators of Coworking Spaces.

We hope this material is insightful and that it will 
encourage entrepreneurs to seek out these kinds 
of hubs in order to develop their businesses as 
well as the communities they live in.”




